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Doug Murray 

Well old man winter is letting us in the lower 
mainland not to be too cocky as he just blessed us 
with 12 + inches of snow.   

The gem show is on April 11th – 13th and 
volunteers are needed for all aspects. If you 
are interested in volunteering just show up 
and a job will be found for you. The setup 
starts on Tuesday the 8th April. 

Rendezvous and summer camp are well on the 
way in the setting up and waiting for 
rockhounders to arrive. 

The executive is still looking for a calendar 
producer; unfortunately if we don’t find one 
by Rendezvous we will have to cancel it. 

With the new hikes on postal rates, the pricing 
of the Rockhounder and the BCLS directory 
will be revised. 

Hope to see you all at the 
Abbotsford show and Rendezvous 
AGM.  

Front Cover:  Haida Totems by Emily Carr 
Courtesy Vancouver Art Gallery 
“Fair dealing”  use 
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Letter from the Editor 

Hello everyone! 

!

Pictures from space of the polar vortex weather 
take my mind to “Snowball” earth and what it 
might be like in an upcoming ice age.  Even we 
on the coast have not escaped it.  BRRR! Inuit 
Goddess Sedna, please let go of winter!  

Speaking of the north, this issue is dedicated to 
Haida Gwaii.  I give Jake Jakielaszek of
Edmonton’s Tumbleweed Club a special thank 
you for his two excellent articles and pictures on 
rockhounding in Haida Gwaii.  (that’s right, 
Edmonton!)  You’re going to love it! By the way, 
does anyone know how the “totem” image in the 
BCLS logo came to be? 

In keeping with the karst caves article, the World 
Traveller’s have submitted a great article on the 
famous caves of Slovenia!  Wow!  I also have a 
special interview with jade artist Brian Matheson 
who is putting on his second, now “World” Jade 
Symposium.  He will be at the Abbotsford Show. 

In the meantime I thought the Rockhounder 
should have a logo.  The winner is…..…the 
ammonite!  This specimen and ubiquitous ancient 
sea creature hales from the Puntledge River, 

found by Russell 
Ball, Pres of 
Courtenay Club.  
There is quite a story 
behind his find, but 
he’ll have to tell it! 

In lieu of product reviews, shop tips and the like 
(which will return in future issues – submissions 
please!) I would like to put out a DESIGN 
CHALLENGE: 

Have you seen these 
silver “molecule” 
necklaces?  This one is 
for caffeine.  I propose 
that you find a molecule 
of your favorite substance, 

make a few hexagonal cabs and set with silver 
bezels.  You have a few months to make it for the 
May 31st deadline for the summer issue.  I’m 
going to make one! 

Big thanks to all who submitted articles and 
pictures!  Leaving no stone unturned, yours truly, 
Amanda Martinson  

Letters to the Editor 

There were no letters but please 
read Dear Ruby which 
addresses certain issues a few 
newcomers have had. 
Summer deadline:  May 31st, 
will have Gem Show highlights, 
Rendezvous and AGM Summary 
report, in the mail by end of June 
(after summer solstice). 

:::::::ANNOUNCEMENT::::: 

New email address for the BC 
Rockhounder: 

bcr-editor@live.ca
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The old address editor@lapidary.bc.ca 
will be up until the end of June, but please 
start using the new one. 

NEW Rockhounder Web Blog: 

bcrockhounder.wordpress.com 

I have over 700 hits! since I started posting end 
of January.  Lots of great articles and news posts! 

Please check it out, Follow and Like 
and Comment. 

I really do want to create this as a resource 
and will post older magazine articles as 
my contribution to the 60th anniversary for 
BCR in 2015.  Contributions welcome. 

Pinterest page:  “Editor Amanda”  
I’ve posted some amazing geology pictures, 
Canadian minerals, Chemistry Cat and other 
cartoons, agates, etc.  Snag a few for yourself. 

Don’t forget your raffle tickets for 
some very nice prizes at the 

Atbbotsford show.  Order form on 
last page. 
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The Jade Connection 
Brian Matheson 

Brian’s journey with jade 
began in Alaska, in a jade 
store.  His interest in jade 
was piqued by 
investigating everything 
about the stone and the 
legends whirling around 
it.  He put his hand to 
making small carvings  
and spent many hours 
under the midnight sun 

making friends with this “stone of heaven.”  His 
skill and creativity belie never having been an art 
student per se but as a “student” of 
life, has had many “enlightening” 
moments during the carving process. 

Upon his return to Vancouver he did a 
workshop with Deborah Wilson, 
renowned jade carver, which cemented 
his love for jade and signed up with 
the Hastings Club to further his 
lapidary skills.  From 
the club workshops he 
learnt silversmithing  
and fondly remembers 
Lillian Castles as 
mentor.   

“Staggering is the 
stone’s resilience yet 
welcoming is its 
texture. The random 
arrangement of the 
microcrystalline matrix 
of Nephrite Jade is the 
reason why the stone is 
the toughest natural material on the planet.  Once 
you are able to read the stone’s alignment, you 
find a good and cooperative friend.  

 See his full personal story on his website:  
pagodastone.com, watch his 8 min. video on 
carving several jade projects. 

In 2011 he created the Jade Symposium.  The 
purpose was to unite and share amongst jade 
carvers and promote this BC treasure.  There was 
nothing really out there for new carvers.  
“There’s a million carvers out there, especially in 
China – it was to make use of resources in 
Canada; there was no jade forums here so I 
decided to make a competition and invited master 
carvers.”   

He has expanded his vision to create the “2014 
World Jade Symposium” which will culminate 
with an exhibition at SFU, possibly China and a 
documentary film. The entrants have 8 months to 
complete works in two categories – jewellery and 
sculpture, with an online forum to help each other 
out. 

The carvers can choose from their own 
stone resources or buy from his stash of 
blocks which will be numbered and 
posted on the symposium website.  
Brian would like to see jades from all 
over the world.  He expects 70 entrants 
worldwide and “anything goes” in the 
creation of the piece.  “This event will 
show, on a grassroots level, what we can 
do together; a positive message and 

awareness.” 

He invites the BCLS and 
club members to 
participate as entrants or 
volunteers for the show.  
It is for learning, the 
event aiming to inspire 
artists and provide a 
place for high exposure 
and to push individual 
levels as well as a 
cultural interchange on 
the forum 

He will be at the Abbotsford Gem Show with 
sculpture and showcase on the setup and 
takedown days. By A. Martinson, Ed. 

 All details on :  Jadesymposium.com 
More jade stuff:  New Zealand jade pounamu 
story and legends. 

“Jade is a stone of the heart.  It has a 
visceral and visual quality that 

captivates the soul.  In it there is a 
guardian strength that leaves 

prosperity in its wake.  As a tool for 
healing, it promotes love, and as a 

medium for creativity, requires 
patience…for all these reasons I am 

inspired” 
 Matthew Glasby, jade carver  (jade sculptors.com) 
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Magical, mystical Haida Gwaii.  
Everything is big and wild here.  It abounds 
with natural treasures and ancient culture.  
This archipelago of 450 islands, 80km west of 
the BC coast and 50km from Alaska, truly is 
the “Galapagos of the North.” 

.

The last Pleistocene glaciation receded 
from the archipelago about 16,000 BCE, 
about 2,000 years earlier than the rest of 
BC. 

It is only forgotten in the sense of it’s 
remote location, by us of the mainland.  
Wrangellia was a long, thin terrane and 
split during the Neogene (20 mya), half 
travelling north to eventually become the 
islands of today.  Graham Island is the 
north part and Moresby, the southern part. 
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Raven-Walking and Geological 
Transformation 

By Prof.  Quentin Mackie, UVic 

Three things we know about Haida Gwaii: 

1. About 14,500 calendar years ago it was
a temperate tundra environment, with no 
trees.  The first trees, pine, appear about 
14,000 years ago and there is progressive 
forest infilling thereafter, with the 
modern species mixture in place by about 
3,000 years ago. 

2. It has an impoverished suite of large
land mammals – historically, these were 
limited to black bear, caribou, marten, 
ermine, a vole and a shrew.  We know 
that 13,000 years ago there were also 
deer and brown bear on the islands, and 
quite likely other species as well. 

3. It used to be much larger than in the
present.  With lower sea levels at the end 
of the last ice age, Hecate Strait was 
largely dry land, exposing a large, 
unglaciated, coastal plain that became 
rapidly flooded. 

It seems to me that we can add a 
fourth thing we know: 

4. The Haida have oral history
which tells of events that happened 
on this drowned grassland.  The 
above excerpt (next page) from the 
well-known Raven-Travelling or 
Raven-Walking origin stories tell of 
a time of transformation, as Raven-
Walking made the world the way it 
is – a coming-into-being of Haida 
Gwaii.  The congruence of the 
geological and oral historical 
information leads me to conclude 
that Haida storytelling extends to 
the terminal Pleistocene and thus 
spans more than 14,000 years of the 
history of these islands. 

If you are wondering, the current 
earliest archaeological evidence for 
human occupation of Haida Gwaii 
comes from a series of karst cave 
excavations I worked on with Daryl 
Fedje and others: these solidly place 
people on the islands by at least 
12,750 calendar years ago – a frame 
I expect to become even older as our 
research grunts along. 
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Wrangellian Geology  (from EOS.UBC pages, The Accreted Wrangellia Plateau) 

The Wrangellia oceanic plateau formed mostly within the Late Ladinian and Carnian stages of the Triassic 
Period (ca. 231-225 Ma; e.g. Carlisle & Suzuki, 1974; Parrish & McNicoll, 1992), as the continents were 
gathered into a great landmass.   The Wrangellia flood basalts erupted onto different-aged Paleozoic arc 
volcanic and marine sedimentary sequences in both shallow and deep marine settings.   Paleontological and 
paleomagnetic studies indicate that the Wrangellia flood basalts probably erupted in the eastern 
Panthalassic Ocean in equatorial latitudes ( Jones et al., 1977; Katvala & Henderson, 2002). 

Paleomagnetic measurements of the flood basalts have not yet revealed any magnetic reversals and, 
together with the absence of intervening sediments between the flows, this suggests a short duration for the 
eruptions (Hillhouse, 1977; Yole & Irving, 1980; Hillhouse & Coe, 1994).  

The eruption of Wrangellia flood basalts broadly coincides with major biotic and environmental changes 
worldwide that occurred at the end of Carnian time (Furin et al., 2006). The accretion of the Wrangellia 
oceanic plateau to western North America was a major tectonic event and represents a significant addition 
of oceanic mantle-derived material to western North America (Condie, 2001). 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Haida History starts at least 14,500 years ago. (Image credit: Daryl Fedje). 
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Much of the original stratigraphic thickness of the Wrangellia plateau is intact and is defined as the 
Karmutsen Formation on Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands (Haida Gwaii), and as the 
Nikolai Formation in southwest Yukon and south-central Alaska. 

Earthquake and Tsunami Hazards – 7.5 in 2012  (from Wikipedia) 

The islands are located along the Queen Charlotte Fault, an active transform fault that 
produces significant earthquakes every 3–30 years. This is the result of the converging of 
the Pacific and North American Plates along the archipelago's west coast. 
 Major known earthquakes have occurred in the Haida Gwaii in 1949 and 2012.Though 
the region is prone to fair geological activity, there is little infrastructure set up to gather 
accurate information to warn locals of possible threats. Many residents, notably from 
First Nations communities, have been critical of the fact that they must rely on 
information coming from neighboring American states such as Washington or Alaska and 
from the USGS (United States Geological Survey). Regardless of the inconsistencies, 
Environment Canada does regularly do field tests across the Pacific coast of British 
Columbia relating on this matter. 
The Cascadia subduction zone does pose some additional earthquake risks, but most 
importantly the subduction zone poses direct tsunami risks to the coastal settlements on 
the western side of the islands. 

To read a detailed geology report, go the Ministry of Energy and Mines, Bulletin 54 
by A. Sutherland Brown, Chapter 3 – General Geology – everything you ever wanted 
to know about the Karmutsen Formation! 
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Karst Geology of 
Haida Gwaii 

The main soluble rocks on Haida Gwaii are 
limestones of the Sadler, Peril and Sandilands 
formations. Together, these three formations 
make up the Kunga Group of sedimentary 
rocks .  The Sadler limestone is the oldest and 
attains a thickness of 180 meters. Geologists 
describe it as grey, massive to thickly bedded 
limestone that was deposited directly on top 
of volcanic rocks of the Karmutsen 
Formation.  Due to its high calcium carbonate 
content most of the karst development on 
Haida Gwaii occurs in the Sadler Formation. 

The Sandilands and Peril formations lie on top 
of the Sadler limestone and tend to be darker  

in colour and very thinly bedded 
when compared to the Sadler 
limestone. 

The karst development potential on 
these formations is not well 
established. However, well-
developed karst sites and caves are 
not expected to develop in them as 
frequently as in the Sadler limestone 
due to the discontinuities in bedding 
and insoluble impurities that can 
resist or inhibit dissolution. 

Local examples pictured or cited in 
this publication are Sadler limestone 
unless otherwise specified. 
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Where Does Haida 
Gwaii’s Limestone 
Come From? 
The sediments that make up the 
limestone on Haida Gwaii are 
largely composed of shells of 
marine organisms. Clams, 
corals, and tiny plants and 
animals, such as 
coccolithophores and 
formanifera, extracted calcium 
from seawater to secrete 
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) for 
their shells. 

“A Little Piece of Paradise” 

The Sadler limestone is thought to have 
accumulated in warm tropical seas somewhere 
in the vicinity of what is now the southwestern 
Pacific Ocean.  Around 230 million years ago 
undersea volcanoes began to erupt basaltic 
lavas on the sea floor.  The resulting thick unit 
of basaltic lavas is what geologists call the 
Karmutsen Formation.  The volcanic activity 
lasted for about five million years, resulting in 
an extensive and relatively shallow undersea 
platform on which molluscs, corals and other 
shelly organisms could grow. 

As the marine organisms grew and died over 
millions of years, masses of their calcium 
carbonate shells and skeletons accumulated in 
pockets and hollows on the volcanic platform. 
In time, these accumulations were buried by 
other sediments and gradually transformed 
into what is now called the Sadler Formation. 

As these sediments accumulated, the region of 
the earth’s crust on which they rested was 
slowly moving by plate tectonic processes 
towards the ancient coast of North America. 
That piece of the earth’s crust is now known as 
the Wrangellia Terrane. 

By about 100 million years ago, the terrane 
had collided with the North American 
continent.  The effect of this accretion was that 
parts of Wrangellia were squeezed, folded and 
pushed up to form large parts of what we now 
know as Haida Gwaii and Vancouver Island. 

The tectonic and seismic forces of uplifting, 
tilting, folding and faulting that raised Haida 
Gwaii’s limestone above sea level also 
fractured the rock and created the pathways 
needed for water to exploit and dissolve the 
bedrock – the beginnings of subterranean 
drainage systems. 

As noted earlier, how significant a role 
glaciation played in shaping Haida Gwaii’s 
karst is not currently known.The karst systems 
on Haida Gwaii may have already been well 
developed prior to the onset of the Pleistocene 
glaciations, if Southeast Alaska is a valid 
analogue. Evidence suggests that well-
developed karst landscapes in Southeast 
Alaska predated glaciation which significantly 
modified existing karst landforms.  

(“Raven” by Emily Carr, image, courtesy Vanc. Art Gallery, “fair dealing” policy) 
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Karst Geomorphology
Many types of surface karst landforms have 
been observed on Haida Gwaii.  These include 
sinkholes, karst canyons, dry valleys, karst 
springs, shafts, grikes, and varied microrelief 
features on epikarst exposures. 

Subterranean drainage is the defining attribute 
of karst, but it is difficult to directly observe 
from the surface.  It can be inferred, however, 
from other aspects of the karst landscape, such 
as the presence of sinking streams, springs, 
sinkholes and other distinctive surface karst 
landforms. 

Photo:&“Grike&gardens” 
can&host&lush&and&diverse&�
flora.&The$widespread$�
effects$of$browsing$by$�
introduced$deer$on$Haida$�
Gwaii$forest$understory$�
vegetation$are$somewhat$�
moderated$by$the$presence$�
of$plant$refugia$in$some$�
surface$karst$landforms.$�
For$example,$habitats$such$�
as$“grike$gardens”,$karst$�
canyon$walls,$and$other$�
karst$features,$are$�
effectively$inaccessible$to$�
the$deer.$

Some of the surface characteristics typically 
associated with karst, such as fluted or 
grooved rock surfaces, are a direct result of 
water acting on the soluble bedrock surface.  
Other karst landforms, such as sinkholes, can 
result from dissolution beneath the surface of 
the karst.  The presence of sinkholes and other 
negative relief features implies subterranean 
drainage, and hence karst. 

Dense clusters of karst landforms often 
contribute to the distinctive “roughness” of 
well-developed karst topography. 

Sinkholes are among the most common karst 
landforms found on Haida Gwaii. These 
sinkholes can range in size from a few meters 
to many hundreds of meters in diameter. 

FLORA, FAUNA AND KARST

A single karst system can contain a remarkable 
variety of surface and subsurface habitats that 
possess one or more extreme or unusual 
conditions that may limit or inhibit colonization 
by some species and exert strong selection 
pressure on others. 

Karst habitats can be divided into three broad 
categories: surface karst environments, karst 
transition zones (the “ecotones” between 
surface and subsurface), and subterranean 
karst environments. Each of these categories 
can potentially have aquatic and terrestrial 
components. 

Surface Karst Environments

The surface component of karst landscapes 
receives solar radiation ranging from full 
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sunlight to deep shade, and exhibits similar 
diurnal and annual temperatures, and 
temperature fluctuations, as nearby non-karst 
environments. Areas of greater topographical 
roughness tend to provide greater habitat 
diversity in terms of microclimates, aspect, 
shade, moisture, and opportunities for 
isolation and protection. 

Varied surface karst topography, 
typically coupled with thin, well-drained 
calcium- rich soils, can present 
favourable colonization opportunities 
for rare, endemic or specialized flora 
and fauna or biological communities. 
Roemer and Ogilvie (1983:2579- 
2580), for example, have reported that 
endemic and disjunct plant species 
distributions occur more frequently on 
Haida Gwaii limestones than on other 
rock types: 

“...these results must not be viewed as 
more than first indications of an 
interesting phenomenon. But the fact 
that a brief survey...produced so much 
new information should alert future 
collectors to two situations in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands [Haida Gwaii], 
limestones and high elevations, which 
appear to deserve very special attention in 
future botanical explorations”. 

High-elevation limestones tend to yield above-
average numbers of rare and unusual 
plants.This was confirmed in recent years on 
Vancouver Island. 

The rainforests on karst landscapes of coastal 
BC are examples of uncommon biological 
associations with karst. Productive old-growth 
forests on karst can be found even in 
landscapes where bog-forest complexes 
would otherwise occur.  The remaining stands 
of old-growth rainforests may not be especially 
rare in and of themselves, but combined with 
karst landscapes, they represent naturally rare 

occurrences. The limited amount of 
undisturbed Sadler limestone karst in old-
growth rainforest on Haida Gwaii can be 
classified as exceptionally rare ecosystems. 

Deer and other mammals on Haida Gwaii may 
exploit surface karst landforms. For example, 
the authors have observed Sitka black-tailed 

deer (Odocoileus hemionus sitkensis) and, in 
one case, a black bear (Ursus americana 
carlottae) seemingly to favour sinkholes as 
resting places. Similar behaviour is reported in 
Southeast Alaska. Research is needed to 
determine whether these observations indicate 
purposeful use of sinkholes. Karst depressions 
may provide some concealment (or sense of 
concealment) and in certain cases, these 
animals may be using sinkhole microclimates. 

Research conducted in Southeast Alaska 
suggests that karst systems may have 
important implications for aquatic productivity 
in streams and therefore salmon populations. 

Photo: Soil loss on a Haida Gwaii limestone karst landscape. 
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Karst Transition Zones
Karst transition zones in a broader sense are 
“ecotone” (transition) environments between 
the surface and subsurface components of the 
karst landscape.They can be influenced by 
both surface and subsurface conditions, and 
exhibit higher humidity, gradations of incident 
sunlight, and temperature regimes influenced 
or moderated by the mixing of surface and 
subsurface air. 

Cave entrances, sinkholes and shafts with 
distinct microclimates, sinking streams, 
springs, or deep solution openings in epikarst 
exposures are examples of biologically 
important karst transition habitats.  Cave 
entrances have been identified as karst 
habitats where relictual plants are likely to 
persist.  The fauna is most abundant 
in individuals and richest in species 
diversity within the first 10 meters of 
the entrances, just inside the dark 
zone, and at 12-14oC. 

Surface karst landforms with open 
connections to the subsurface can be 
subject to the moderating influence of 
subterranean climates, which typically render 
them warmer in winter and cooler in summer 
than unprotected surface settings.  Such 
moderating effects often occur in cave 
entrances and at karst spring.  Karst transition 
zone habitats with horizontal parts, such as 
some cave entrances and springs, can benefit 
from additional structural protection from 
wind, rain, snow and sunlight. 

Many of the biological studies of cave entrance 
zones around the world have focused on use of 
these transition zone habitats by plants and/or 
invertebrate fauna. No such biological studies 
have been conducted on Haida Gwaii. Baichtal 
and Swanston (1996) and Elliot (1994) have 
reported the occasional use of karst caves and 
their entrances in Southeast Alaska by larger 
mammals. For example, deer and bear 

reportedly rest in or close to ventilating cave 
entrances in both winter and summer. 

Subterranean Karst Environments
Subterranean karst environments are 
characterized by constant and total 
darkness, often very high humidity, stable 
temperatures, and meager food resources. 
Air temperatures in the deep zones of caves 
ordinarily vary less than one degree 
from the average annual temperature on the 
surface. Since photosynthesis cannot occur 
without sunlight, food resources can be 
meager. Hypogean fauna (organisms that live 
underground) must subsist on organic matter 
transferred from the surface by air currents, 
water, other animals or gravity. 

Troglophiles are “cave-loving” animals that are 
adapted to life in constant total darkness but 
can also survive on the surface. An example of 
a troglophile on Haida Gwaii is the 
centipede.Trogloxenes are animals that are 
adapted to life on the surface, but may visit or 
use caves for part of their life cycle. The black 
bear is an example of a trogloxene on Haida 
Gwaii. 

An animal living permanently underground in 
the dark zone of caves and only accidentally 
leaving is called a troglobite or troglobiont.  
Hypogean fauna, such as some invertebrates, 
may have evolved in their underground karst 
habitats since isolation or separation from their 
surface ancestors.  These fauna often have 
physical adaptations to subterranean 
environments, such as reduced pigment and 
eyesight.  

Animals that live underground can be 
classified in three general categories: 
troglophiles, trogloxenes, and 
troglobites. 
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To date, no troglobitic taxa have been identified 
on Haida Gwaii. Comprehensive biological 
inventories of subterranean karst environments 
will likely produce some interesting results, as 
has been the case on Vancouver Island to the 
south and in Southeast Alaska to the north. The 
research in Southeast Alaska has already 
revealed a significant number of karst-associated 
species and unique faunal communities. 
Collections of invertebrates from karst caves on 
Vancouver Island have revealed 192 taxa, 
including a minimum of 10 new species and new 
distributional records.  A troglobitic amphipod 
crustacean (Stygobromus canadensis) is known 
only from 20-km long Castleguard Cave in the 
Rockies. Canada’s longest cave system on record, 
it was one of the first in the world explored 
beneath an active ice sheet –!the Columbia 
Icefield. 

Removing the forest cover in the riparian zones of sinking 
streams, inadequate protection of stream banks and 
channels, and poor location and design of stream crossings, 
can introduce soil and sediment into sinking streams , and 
modify water temperatures and flow regimes. More 
energetic sinking streams can carry harvesting residue into 
subsurface openings. Excessive, unnatural inputs of conifer 
needles and sawdust are easily entrained even by low energy 
watercourses, and associated dissolved organic substances 
can lead to de-oxygenation of the receiving karst waters. 
These finer organic particulates and dissolved organics can 
coat or smother subterranean habitats and impact nutrient 

regimes for hypogean faunal communities. Small or 
microscopic organisms (mostly invertebrates, fungi, protists 
and bacteria) usually make up the great majority of 
hypogean populations in terms of biomass.  These organisms 
can easily be missed if people don’t look closely enough, look 
in the wrong places, or fail to modify standard observational 
or biological collection techniques for use in subterranean 
karst environments. In caves, fauna can also easily be 
overlooked when observers’!interests are focused on other 
cave resources and values. 
_____________________________________________ 

A wide assortment of invertebrates have been 
observed in karst caves on Haida Gwaii, 
including flatworms, snails, centipedes, 
millipedes, spiders, moths, and beetles, yet 
little is known of their adaptations, 
biogeography, ecology and evolution. Scudder 
and Cannings (1994) identified karst caves in 
British Columbia as a priority for systematic 
studies on invertebrate communities because 
of likely endemic species occurrences and the 
vulnerability of the cave habitats to 
disturbance.(1997:61) notes, “There is 
certainly a need to work towards the 
protection and conservation of this special part 
of the world’s biodiversity”. 

Subterranean karst environments are often 
automatically equated with caves, whereas the 
vast majority of life-supporting cavities within 
karst landscapes are not large enough to be 
enterable by humans.The living space of an 
organism is normally limited only by its body 
size. 

Minute cracks, joints, fissures and other voids 
in the epikarst zone, for example, can serve as 
important habitats and dispersal routes for 
communities of small organisms, such as 
amphipods and copepods (both tiny 
freshwater crustaceans). 

The uppermost epikarst and its solution 
openings could be considered an ecotone 
environment because it is subject to variations 
in climate.  Lower parts of the epikarst zone 
that are not subject to variations in climate 

Photo: Riparian forest cover removed 
along a karst stream channel. 
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form part of the subterranean karst 
environment.  

Epikarst provides habitats for both terrestrial 
and aquatic organisms. In addition to 
distinctive epikarst taxa, assemblages can also 
include both epigean (surface) and hypogean 
(subsurface) fauna.  While aquatic fauna in 
epikarst can drift down fissures and can 
therefore be readily sampled in cave drip 
water, obtaining samples of terrestrial epikarst 
fauna is more difficult. 

As in other surface and subsurface karst 
environments, epikarst fauna studies tend to 
show high levels of endemism and enhanced 
biodiversity. Moldovan et al. (2007) point out 
that there is still much to learn about the 
diversity and ecology of epikarst fauna. 

The subterranean karst environment can 
provide habitat for a wide variety of larger 
animals, including amphibians, birds and 
mammals. On Haida Gwaii, the authors have 
observed one instance in which a bear used 
the interior chamber of a small cave as a 
denning or resting site in a sub-alpine/ alpine 
karst setting. 

Reporting on karst caves in Southeast Alaska, 
Elliot (1994:11) notes: “... bats hibernate to an 
extent not seen so far north, and large 
mammals such as bears, deer, wolves, and 
otters use caves to an extent no longer seen in 
the rest of the nation.” 

To date, the use of karst caves by bats has not 
been reported for Haida Gwaii.  Caves on 
Vancouver Island and Southeast 
Alaska are used by varied species of bats, 
including the Keen’s long-eared bat (Myotis 
keenii), a red-listed species in BC first 
described from specimens collected on Haida 
Gwaii in 1893. In BC, hibernacula (hibernation 
sites) for the Keen’s long-eared bat are only 
known from karst caves.The deep zone of 
caves can be especially important hibernacula 

for these trogloxenes because the 
temperatures remain low enough to maintain 
torpor but do not reach freezing during the 
winter. 

At least two karst caves in Southeast Alaska 
provide shelter for salmon during their annual 
spawning run, and salmon have also been 
observed in or moving through karst systems 
on Vancouver Island and on Princess Royal 
Island. On Haida Gwaii, the authors have 
observed Dolly Varden char (Salvelinus malma) 
inside a karst cave far from the nearest 
entrance. 

The study of the condition factors, feeding, 
residence time and reproduction of non- 
troglobitic fishes such as those encountered in 
the karst caves of coastal BC, including Haida 
Gwaii, may help to shed light on the 
evolutionary biology of troglobitic fishes. 

The article was an excerpt from the 
“Assessment of Forest Karst Resources of 
Haida Gwaii:  A Strategic Overview”  Project 
SFM08-2008  Prepared by Paul Griffiths and 
Carol Ramsey for the Gwaii Forest Society.  The 
whole paper is a readily available PDF 
download. 

Paul Griffiths is THE “Cave-man” studying 
caves around the world and hales from 
Vancouver Is.. 

For archeological information, look up Quentin 
Mackie, University of Victoria, articles. 
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Rockhounding 
on Haida Gwaii 

As a rockhounder for over  35 years and past 
member of the 1120 Lapidary Club, [Kelowna], 
Spruce City Lapidary Club,[Prince George], 
Masset Lapidary Club,[Haida Gwaii] and Barrie 

Rock Club, 
[Ontario]. I have 
had the opportunity 
to rock hound all 
over Canada and 
feel the best area for 
rock hounding is 
Haida Gwaii. 
Presently I’m a 
member of the 
Edmonton 
Tumblewood 
Lapidary club and 
live in Morinville, 
Alberta. 
Article by: Vitek S. 
Jakielaszek (Jake) 

  I"spent"a"total"of"�
seven"years"in"�
Masset"on"Haida"�
Gwaii,"1989"Ͳ1992"as"�
a"military"member"�
and"again"from"�
1997Ͳ2001"as"a"�
civilian."From"2001"–"�
the"present͕"I"have"�
revisited"the"islands"�
on"3"occasions.""As"a"�
rockhound"I"know"�
that"the"islands"have"�
evolved"over"several"�
geological"eras,"and"�
through"reading"�
have"accumulated"�
knowledge"of"what"�
is"available"for"the"�
rock"hound"to"find"�
and"the"locations.""

"

"There"are"two"large"islands,"Graham"Island"[with"�
the"majority"of"the"population]"and"Moresby"�
Island͖"the"remainder"of"the"archipelago"is"�
composed"of"many"smaller"islands"with"few"�
inhabitants."I"will"be"referencing"areas"on"�
Graham"Island"for"rock"hounding"with"one"area"�
on"Moresby"Island."

Knowing"about"geological"ages"of"the"rocks"and"�
the"formations"is"an"asset"when"looking"for"�
specific"rocks"or"fossils."There"are"many"books"�
and"articles"about"the"islands"and"their"�
treasures."The"ones"that"are"listed"at"the"end"of"�
this"article"I"have"found"invaluable."The"island"�
basalts"yield"agates,"the"shales"have"marine"�
fossils"and"alluvial"gravels"produce"agates"and"�
jasper."Check"any"gravel"on"the"beaches"and"you"�
will"find"agate"and"jasper"tumbled"by"the"waves."�
"The"logging"industry"has"opened"up"the"interior"�
of"Graham"Island"and"to"some"extent"Moresby,"�
by"building"many"access"roads."There"are"�
approximately"3,000km"of"logging"roads"that"�
criss9cross"the"islands;"due"to"the"decline"of"the"�
industry"a"lot"of"these"roads"have"been"�
deactivated"and/or"are"over"grown."The"main"�
logging"road"[Queen"Charlotte"Main]"from"Port"�
Clements"to"Queen"Charlotte"City"is"�
approximately"100kms"passing"through"forest"�
and"mountains."It"is"a"fairly"well"maintained"dirt"�
road"and"there"are"numerous"side"roads"to"�
explore"for"agates"and"fossils."

There"are"many"areas"for"rock"hounding"and"it"�
would"require"many"pages"to"describe"them"all."�
Therefore"I"will"mention"some"of"the"main"ones"�
that"are"readily"accessible.!!
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NORTH BEACH 

This"is"a"long"stretch"of"sand"and"gravel"leading"

north"from"Tow"Hill"to"Rose"Spit"at"the"northern"

end"of"Graham"Island."The"road"changes"from"

pavement"to"gravel"as"you"travel"the"ancient"

temperate"rain"forest"passing"Agate"Beach"

Campsite"and"Tow"Hill."This"is"a"remnant"of"a"

volcanic"plug"that"has"weathered"considerably,"

small"agates"can"be"found"in"the"basalt"at"the"

base."Crossing"the"last"bridge"you"drive"by"a"

campsite"to"the"beach"access,"4X4"is"a"must."The"

best"time"to"access"the"beach"is"with"the"

receding"tide"as"this"allows"maximum"rock"

picking"time."Preplanning"for"this"trip"is"based"on"

the"tide"charts"which"can"be"found"on"line"and"at"

local"stores"in"Masset"and"Queen"Charlotte"City."

Once"you"reach"the"gravel"piles"on"the"beach"the"

agate"hunt"begins."Each"tide"turns"over"the"

gravels"exposing"new"materials"so"a"few"

trips"can"be"profitable."The"beach"

agates"found"here"can"be"any"colour"

with"beige"and"white"being"the"most"

common,"black"being"the"rarest."Sizes"

range"from"pea"to"cantaloupe"with"odd"

shapes."Also"multi9coloured"jasper"can"

be"found"with"the"predominant"colour"

being"red.!
Just"a"note,""be"careful"where"you"park"

your"vehicle"as"the"sand"and"gravel"can"

soften"as"they"dry"and"your"vehicle"may"

become"stuck."Never"turn"your"back"to"

the"ocean"as"there"have"been"rogue"

waves"and"sudden"surges"which"can"

sweep"you"off"your"feet,"also"the"

returning"tide"fills"in"the"flat"areas"and"

you"can"become"cut"off"from"the"beach"

access"road."There"are"trails"and"tracks"

that"cross"the"island"to"the"east"beach"

where"there"are"also"agates"and"jaspers,"

and"the"occasional"glass"fishing"float."

"

!
AGATE, JASPER AND THUNDER EGG SITES 
IN THE INTERIOR OF THE ISLANDS 
There"are"numerous"agate"and"jasper"sites"on"

and"off"the"Queen"Charlotte"Main"[QCM]"

between"Port"Clements"and"Queen"Charlotte"

City."From"Port"Clements"to"the"Juskatla"

intersection"is"14"kms,"you"can"take"the"road"

through"the"Juskatla"logging"camp"and"out"to"the"

first"intersection."Turn"right"and"you"access"

Datlamen"Main"line,"1.3Kms"along"Datlaman,"

Rennie"Main"Line"is"off"to"the"left."Rennie"climbs"

up"Juskatla"Mtn."where"there"is"apple"green"

common"opal"and"agates"sometimes"layered"

together"in"nodular"form."To"access"this"spot"

follow"Rennie"and"at"the"“Y”"junction"take"the"

right"fork"to"the"next"“Y”"junction"and"follow"the"

left"fork"up"a"very"steep"hill."Keep"going"past"

yellow"ash"pits"up"another"steep"hill"and"watch"

out"for"dug"out"culverts."The"road"curves"around"

the"hillside"continuing"on"to"a"road"cut"on"the"

left."Look"for"agate"and"opal"nodules"and"very"

rarely"moss"agate"in"the"basalt"matrix"or"lying"

loose."The"agate"is"predominately"pale"blue"and"

the"opal"can"be"green,"brown"and"if"lucky"blue."

The"view"from"here"is"fantastic,"Juskatla"inlet"and"

Masset"inlet"are"spread"out"in"front"of"you"and"

on"a"clear"day"you"can"see"Tow"Hill"approx"

70kms"in"the"distance."Before"the"first"steep"hill"

a"road"forks"to"the"right."Park,"walk"in"and"start"

looking"for"agates"and"common"opal"in"ditches"

on"the"road."Locate"the"slide"which"originates"

from"a"road"above;"if"you"can"access"that"road"

Figure!1!!!!Perfect!quartz!crystal!in!small!geode!on!large!drusy.!
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follow"it"towards"the"end"where"can"find"massive"

chunks"of"apple"green"common"opal"in"a"pale"

beige"matrix."This"is"where"a"45kg"slab"of"

waterline"agate"was."""

If"you"do"not"take"Rennie"continue"on"Datlamen"

main"line"for"approx"18"km"past"the"turn"for"

Rennie"Main,["there"are"hairpin"turns"on"this"

part"so"be"careful"going"around"corners]."You"will"

pass"by"a"lake"on"your"left"and"then"through"a"

road"cut"coming"out"to"the"west"arm"of"Juskatla"

Inlet."Drive"until"you"come"to"Begbie"main"line,"

turn"right"and"cross"the"bridge"over"the"

Datlamen"River,"then"over"the"second"bridge"and"

take"the"road"immediately"left"onto"Waterfall"

Main"Line."Drive"until"you"come"to"a"“Y”"

junction;"take"the"right"fork"up"a"steep"hill.""Then"

for"approx."2kms,"following"the"road"to"the"right"

to"a"large"flat"log"landing"with"a"high"cliff"on"the"

left."

"Check"out"the"log"

landing"area"for"agate"

and"jasper."The"“stormy"

night”"jasper/agate"

comes"from"here"(see"

picture)."Continue"up"

the"road"over"a"slide"

area"to"the"road"cut"and"

look"for"agate"nodules"

and"seam"agate."In"the"

cliff"above"the"slide"area"

there"is"seam"agate"up"

to"100mm"in"thickness;"

it"has"fortifications"and"

is"smoky"blue"in"colour."

This"area"requires"some"

climbing"skills."

If"you"continue"on"the"left"fork"at"the"beginning"

of"the"“Y”"junction"on"Waterfall"Main"before"

going"up"the"right"fork,""there"are"logs"pulled"up"

on"to"the"road"from"cedar"recovery"so"you"have"

to"walk"in"to"a""thunderegg"site."The"walk"is"

3.5kms"one"way,"keep"to"the"left"along"the"lake,"

take"the"first"left"fork,"cross"over"the"creek"

(bridge"out)"and"the"first"right,"walk"uphill"past"

the"quarry"on"your"right"to"the"thunder"egg"site"

through"deep"dug"outs."There"is"an"additional"

climb"of"50"+/9meters"up"and"past"an"outcrop"of"

columnar"basalt"and"up"a"small"canyon"to"the"dig"

site"which"is"on"the"left"hand"side"facing"uphill."

The"matrix"is"yellowish"bentonite"clay"with"the"

thundereggs"embedded"in"it"and"easy"to"dig"out"

but"the"clay"is"very"sticky"and"coats"everything"

especially"if"it"has"been"or"is"raining.""

The"thundereggs"come"in"all"sizes"and"shapes"

with"doubles"and"triples"common."The"exteriors"

are"greyish"in"colour"while"the"interiors"have"

layering"with"pink"and"white"agate,"common"

opal"with"some"being"hollow.""A"container"with"a"

cover"is"a"must"to"have"here"as"the"climb"down"

can"be"dangerous"with"a"bucket"of"eggs,"in"case"

you"slip"you"won’t"lose"your"eggs"just"your"

dignity."Be"very"careful"climbing"up"and"down"so"

that"you"don’t"have"an"accident"and"injure"

yourself,"it"is"best"to"go"with"someone."""

"If"you"continue"along"Begbie"Main"Line"you"will"

pass"by"a"yellow"ash"cliff"on"the"left"side"of"the"

road."Keep"going"until"you"come"to"a"“Y”"

junction"with"the"road"

going"up"the"hill"to"

the"right."This"is"

almost"a"kilometer"

from"the"Waterfall"

Main"turn"off."Go"up"

the"hill"and"around"

the"corner"to"the"left,"

the"road"is"over"

grown"with"alder,"you"

can"either"continue"to"

drive"or"walk"in.""

Check"the"cliffs"on"the"

left"side"of"the"road"

for"agate"nodules"and"

geodes"until"the"road"

cut"diminishes."The"

agates"are"tear"drop"shaped"and"all"sizes"and"the"

geodes"are"roundish"with"a"thin"shell,"a"

basketball"size"geode"was"found"here."Some"

digging"is"required"but"the"brownish"matrix"is"

soft"due"to"weathering."Listen"for"the"“crunch”"

as"you"drive"your"pick"into"a"geode."

Continuing"north"along"this"road"for"3kms,"cross"

a"small"stream"and"go"up"a"little"hill"which"brings"

you"to"more"road"cuts"on"the"left"side"of"the"

road,"check"these"for"agates"and"geodes.""

Geodes"with"raw"silicon"in"them"have"been"

found"here,"when"broken"open"a"clear"viscous"

Figure!2!!Radiating!blue!sagenite!
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liquid"leaked"out"and"on"top"of"the"last"layer"of"

agate,"a"layer"of"opaque"jelly"like"substance"was"

found."These"were"most"likely"waterline"agates"

in"the"making."You"can"also"find"waterline"and"

sagenitic"agates,"geodes"and"zeolites"in"the"

rubble"strewn"along"both"sides"of"the"road"all"

the"way"to"the"end.""

Back"on"to"Datlamen"Main"Line"continue"on"for"6"

kms"driving"through"a"clear"cut"area"until"you"

reach"the"tree"line."Follow"the"road"until"you"

come"to"a"very"steep"hill;"past"this"point"begin"

looking"for"fortification"agate"and"green"jasper"in"

the"rubble"on"the"shoulders"of"the"road."If"you"

follow"the"road"and"have"GPS"and"good"maps"

you"could"eventually"come"to"Naden"Harbour."It"

is"very"easy"to"get"lost"in"this"area"with"so"many"

branch"lines"heading"off"in"all"directions"so"be"

very"careful"where"you"turn."There"are"

numerous"sites"here"for"agates,"common"opal,"

thunder"eggs"and"zeolites."

Back"to"QCM"and"if"you"do"not"turn"at"Juskatla"

but"instead"continue"on"QCM"another"4.5"kms"it"

brings"you"to"the"Mamin"Main"which"heads"of"in"

a"SSW"direction"off"of"the"QCM"at"a"“Y”"

intersection."Mamin"Main"parallels"the"Mamin"

River"on"the"west"side.""Turn"left"and"follow"the"

main"haul"road"in"a"southwesterly"direction"until"

you"almost"reach"the"end"(18Kms)"where"there"is"

a"pit"on"your"left"with"agates"and"opals."Check"all"

spur"roads"in"this"area"for"materials."Pale"

amethyst"geodes"where"found"here"in"the"rubble"

on"the"shoulders.""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

"Any"place"where"there"is"a"road"cut,"a"road"

ballast"pit"or"a"road"made"from"materials"from"

the"pit"is"a"good"place"to"start"the"search"for"

agates."The"agates"here"are"predominantly"

bluish"to"smoky"grey"in"colour"with"some"

banding"and"are"found"in"the"basalt"in"nodular"

form"with"a"variety"of"shapes."

"Branch"lines"are"accessed"by"turning"left"off"the"

QCM"south"of"the"Juskatla"intersection."Look"for"

agates"in"the"road"beds,"sides,"ditches,"ballast"

pits"and"check"all"spur"roads"leading"off"the"

branch"lines."Once"you"pass"branch"8"after"the"

Mamin"main"turn"off"there"is"a"road"to"the"right"

at"760"meters,"turn"onto"the"road"and"go"to"the"

end,"on"the"right"is"the"ballast"pit"where"the"road"

fill"for"branches"6,"7"and"8"came"from."The"

matrix"is"very"hard"so"it’s"better"to"check"out"the"

branches"due"to"the"fact"that"weathering"has"

softened"the"matrix"and"the"agates"are"easier"to"

extract.""Continue"south"on"the"QCM"and"you"

will"pass"Marie"Lake"where"the"road"swings"to"

the"left"and"then"goes"south"passing"the"Yakoun"

and"Canyon"Main"turn"offs."Three"kms"past"

Canyon"Main,"Branch"41A"is"on"the"right."Take"

41A"until"you"come"to"a"“Y”"jct."follow"the"left"

fork"and"there"will"be"a"pit"where"you"can"find"

picture"rock"identified"as"rusted"rhyolite."

There"are"many"more"areas"with"agates"to"be"

found"so"happy"rock"hounding."

!
MORESBY ISLAND 
""A"ferry"goes"from"Skidegate"Landing"to"Alliford"

Bay"on"a"regular"schedule."As"you"come"off"the"

ferry"turn"left"and"follow"road"to"Sandspit."At"low"

tide"just"as"the"road"turns"to"the"right"before"the"

airport"at"Sandspit"you"can"find"brecciated"

epidot"in"a"quartz"matrix"on"the"beach."Some"of"

these"boulders"are"quite"large."There"are"

numerous"areas"on"Moresby"where"agates"can"

be"found,"you"can"explore"the"logging"roads."

!
HOW TO GET THERE 
"Preplanning"is"essential"for"this"trip"to"optimize"

rockhounding"based"on"season,"weather"and"

tides.""June"–"September"is"ideal"as"the"days"are"

long"5.00am"911.00pm"for"daylight,"the"weather"

can"be"very"wet"even"in"the"summer"and"the"

temperatures"are"usually"not"above"20"degrees"

in"the"daytime."October"–"May"the"days"are"

shorter"and"there"is"snow"in"the"interior."Spring"
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and"summer"there"are"“no"seeums”"small"black"

flies"that"have"the"bite"of"a"horse"fly,"bring"lots"of"

bug"spray."

It"is"good"to"know"that"the"interiors"of"the"

islands"have"rough"and"rugged"terrain."Some"of"

the"locations"require"walking"and"climbing"over"

deadfalls"and"through"heavily"forested"areas"so"

without"proper"equipment"you"can"get"lost"or"

injured."Watch"out"for"road"deactivations,"tree"

falls,"washouts,"sinkholes,"bridge"removals,"

overgrown"and"very"rough"road"surfaces."

Options"for"travelling"to"the"islands"are"the"

Inside"Passage"to"Prince"Rupert"or"driving"to"

Prince"Rupert"to"catch"the"ferry"to"Haida"Gwaii."

The"ferry"trip"from"Prince"Rupert"is"

approximately"7"hours"and"there"are"day"and"

night"crossings"to"Skidegate."You"have"to"book"

your"ferry"well"in"advance"(394"months)."This"will"

guarantee"a"spot"and"the"date"of"your"choice"for"

the"sailing."Don’t"forget"to"book"your"return"trip."

Contact"BC"Ferries"for"schedule"and"fares"at"

bcferries.com"or"19888922393779."Airlines"fly"

from"Vancouver"to"Sandspit"on"Moresby"Island"

and"there"are"car"rental"companies"at"the"airport"

There"are"accommodations"available"on"the"

islands."Motels"are"located"in"Sandspit,"Queen"

Charlotte"City,"Port"Clements"and"Masset."There"

are"numerous"B&B’s"and"campgrounds."There"

are"all"amenities"in"the"towns"and"in"case"of"an"

emergency"there"are"2"hospitals"one"in"Masset"

and"one"in"Queen"Charlotte"City."

Don’t"forget"to"check"out"the"local"culture."There"

are"a"number"of"visitor"info"centers"and"

museums.""For"more"info"Google"the"Guide"to"

the"Queen"Charlotte"Islands/Haida"Gwaii"

"
What to bring 
A"4X4"vehicle,"the"usual"digging"tools,""pick"axe,"

crack"hammer,"chisels,"buckets/boxes,"boots"and"

rain"gear,"and"first"aid"kit."A"good"updated"GPS"

unit,"compass"and"Google"Earth"maps"are"a"must"

if"planning"on"doing"any"travel"in"the"interior"of"

the"islands."It’s"advisable"to"carry"emergency"

supplies"such"as"extra"fuel,"spare"clothes,"extra"

spare"tire,"food,"water,"matches"etc."This"is"in"

case"you"get"stranded"on"the"beach"or"in"the"

bush"due"to"break"down."There"is"limited"cell"

service"available"on"the"islands.!

Be"aware"that"the"largest"black"bears"in"Canada"

inhabit"the"islands"and"you"often"meet"them"on"

the"logging"roads,"also"there"are"little"Sitka"Deer"

all"over"the"islands"and"they"like"to"spring"under"

vehicle"tires"so"be"careful"particularly"of"the"little"

fawns"who"may"lie"in"the"road"waiting"for"their"

mum!"

!
Local Knowledge 
Drop"into"the"Crystal"Gallery"at"Tlell"for"some"

local"info"on"rock"hounding"on"the"islands."

If"you"require"more"information"on"the"above"

mentioned"areas"feel"free"to"contact"the"article"

author"by"email"@:"paleocreations@shaw.ca."
!
References:!!1.!!!A.!Sutherland!Brown,!the!Geology!of!the!Queen!Charlotte!
Islands,!British!Columbia,!Bulletin!No.!54[1968]!A.!Sutton,!Queens!Printer!
!2.!!Kathleen!E.!Dalzell.!The!Queen!Charlotte!Islands,!Places!and!Names,!
Volume!2,![1973]!Edition!Volume!2,!Harbour!Publishing!
3.!E.S.!Moore,!Elementary!Geology!for!Canada,![1944],!8th!Edition,!Hunter!
Rose!Company,!Toronto!
!
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Club%Contacts%
1120 Rock Club 
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Abbotsford Rock & Gem Club 
Michelle 
Marsharagentino@gmail.com 
www.avrgc.com 

Alberni Valley Rock & Gem Club 
Dave West, 250-723-0281 
compudock@telus.net 

BC Faceters Guild 
Rob Giesbrecht, 604-820-8557 
robgies@hotmail.com 

Burnaby Laphounds Club 
Nancy Dickson,  604-444-4464 
Nancyandallan@telus.net 

Courtenay Gem & Mineral Club 
Russell Ball, President 
250-703-3444,  djfossil@telus.net 

Cowichan Valley Rockhounds 
Judy Moss, 250-743-3383 
judithmoss@uniserve.com 

Creative Jewellers Guild of BC 
www.creativejewellersguild.com 

Creston Valley Prospectors and 
Lapidary Club 
Eric Kutzner,  250-428-5061 
ekutzner@telus.net 

Delta Rockhound Gem & Mineral 
Club 
Mary Cool, 604-943-5518 
coolgirl@dccnet.com 

Fraser Valley Rock & Gem Club 
Karen Archibald 
604-532-8734 or cell 778-848-3242 
karchiba@telus.net 

Golden Rock and Fossil Club 
Stan Walker, 250-344-2108 
goldenrockandfossilclub@gmail.com 

Hastings Center Rockhounds 
Michael Edwards, 604-987-1471 
anwards@shaw.ca 

High Country Rockhound Club 
Jan Kohar, 250-523-9532 
gkohar@telus.net 

Interlakes Rockhounders 
Gary Babcock, 250-395-2772 
greem@shaw.ca 

Kokanee Rock Club 
Bob Lerch, 250-226-7556 
orgmec@shawbiz.ca 

Lakes District Rock and Gem Club 
Helen Brown, 250-692-7458 
Rkbrown49@hotmail.com 

Maple Ridge Lapidary Club 
Carol Kostachuk, 604-463-9225 
m.ridge_lapiclub@yahoo.com

Parksville & District Rock & Gem 
Club 
Marion Barclay, 250-248-6177 
pdrockngem@gmail.com, pdrockngem.org 

Penticton Geology & Lapidary Club 
Gloria Bordass, 250-493-1027 

Port Moody Rock & Gem Club 
Lisa Elser, 604-996-5620 
info@portmoodyrockclub.com 

Powell River Lapidary Club 
Cindy Newport, 604-487-0444 
c-newport@shaw.ca 
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Princeton Rock and Fossil Club
Franz Hoffer, 250-295-3896 
miko44@telus.net 

Raft River Rockhounds 
Fay McCracken, 250-674-2700 
mysticmountain@mercuryspeed.com 

Richmond Gem & Mineral Club 
Darlene Howe, 250-274-4893 

Ripple Rock Gem & Mineral Club 
Maureen Krohman, 250-923-1740 
info@ripplerockgemandmineralclub.com 

Selkirk Rock & Mineral Club 
Maureen Krohman, 250-367-9605 
mkrohman@shaw.ca 

Shuswap Rock Club 
Sylvia Repnow, 250-955-6484 
rep7now8@gmail.com 

Spruce City Rock and Gem Club 
Russ Davis, 250-564-8556 
rsdavis@shaw.ca 

Surrey Rockhound Club 
De Morgan, 604-599-6938 
outrockhounding@yahoo.ca 

Thompson Valley Rock Club 
Connie Williamson, Sec.,  
TVRC@gmail.com, www.tvrc.ca 

Vernon Lapidary & Mineral Club 
Pat O’Brien, 250-545-1274 
patandphylicia1@shaw.ca 

Victoria Lapidary & Mineral Society 
Patrick Lydon, 250-480-5100 
perrylydon@hotmail.com 

For"mailing"addresses,"meetings"and"
schedules,"please"visit"the"BCLS"website."

Club%Contacts



COURTENAY!&!PARKSVILLE!GEM!&!MINERAL!

CLUBS%
May%3%&%4,%2014%
Saturday:%10:00%AM%B%6:00PM%
Sunday:%10:00%AM%B%4:00PM%
Courtenay%Legion%
downtown%Courtenay%corner%of%Cliffe%and%3rd%
367%Cliffe%Avenue,%Courtenay,%BC%
Contact:%Russ%Ball,%250B703B3444%or%E%mail!

MAPLE!RIDGE!LAPIDARY!CLUB%
ART!STUDIO!TOUR%
May%10%&%11,%2014,%10:00AM%B%4:00PM%
Club%House%
23750%Fern%Crescent,%Maple%Ridge,%BC%
For%more%information%visit:%Maple%Ridge%Lapidary%
Club%or%E%mail%

CREATIVE!JEWELLERS!GUILD!OF!BC%
Artisans!Jewellery!Show!&!Sale%
May%11,%2014,%10:00AM%B%3:30PM%
VanDusen%New%Visitors%Centre%B%BMO%Great%Hall%
For%more%information%visit:%Creative%Jewellers%
Guild%of%BC%%%2014%Artisan%Jewellery%Show%&%
Sale%Hosted!by!the!Creative!Jewellers!Guild!of!BC!
has!a!few!remaining!vendor!tables!left.!!To!view!

the!application!please!follow!this!link:%

http://creativejewellersguild.com/uploads/Artisan_Jew
ellery_Show_and_Sale_Vendor_Application.pdf%

KOKANEE!ROCK!CLUB!&!SELKIRK!ROCK!CLUB%
Fossil!Show!&!Sale%
June%7%&%8,%2014%
Saturday:%10:00AM%B%5:00PM%
Sunday:%10:00AM%B%4:00PM%

Castlegar%&%District%Community%Complex%
2101%6th%Avenue,%Castlegar,%BC%
For%more%information%visit:%Kokanee%Rock%Club%

RIPPLE!ROCK!GEM!&!MINERAL!CLUB%
June%14%&%15,%2014%
Saturday:%9:00%AM%B%5:00PM%
Sunday:%9:00%AM%B%4:00PM%
Timberline%Gym%
1681%S.%Dogwood,%Campbell%River,%BC%
For%more%information%visit:%Ripple%Rock%Gem%&%
Mineral%Club%or%E%mail%

Email&addresses&in&Club&Directory&

SHUSWAP!ROCK!CLUB%July%12,%2014,%9:00%AM%B%
4:00PM%Toad%Hall,%Sorrento,%BC%Contact:%Sylvia%
Repnow,%250B955B6484%or%E%mail%

SURREY!ROCKHOUND!CLUB!Tailgate!

Sale%July%13,%2014%9:00am%B%4:00pm%%Sullivan%Hall%
%6306%152%Street,%Surrey,%BC%%For%more%information%
E%mail%

OKANAGAN!GEM!SHOW!Frozen!In!

Time%July%19%&%20,%2014%Saturday:%9:00%AM%B%
5:00PM%Sunday:%10:00%AM%B%4:00PM%Winfield%
Memorial%Hall%10130%Bottom%Wood%Lk,%Winfield,%
BC%For%more%information%E%mail%%Admission:%
%Adults:%$4.00%Children%6%B%12:%$2,00%Children%
under%6:%Free%Dealers,%Artists,%Displays%

COWICHAN!VALLEY!ROCKHOUND!

CLUB%August%23,%2014%Cobble%Hill%Fair%Cobble%Hill,%
BC%%%%%%Contact:%Brian%Sober,%250B715B0115%or%E%
mail.%%%The%booth%features%Spin%&%Win%for%prizes%
and%a%fish%pond,%both%for%kids.%Club%made%jewelry,%
lapidary%demonstrations,%and%"rock%%talk"%featuring%
specimens%of%Vancouver%Island%rock.%

2014"Club"Shows"and"Sales"
"
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FIELD"TRIPS"

ALWAYS!CALL!THE!TRIP!LEADER!THE!DAY!
BEFORE!TO!ENSURE!THE!TRIP!IS!GOING,!AND!

THAT!THERE!HAVE!BEEN!NO!OTHER!
CHANGES"

For"all"of"the"above"trips,"all"club"members"are"
welcome,"including"our"rockhound"friends"from"
the"US!"For"updated"information,"please"visit"the"

Lapidary"Society"of"BC.""

Remember!to!wear!layered!clothing!to!be!
able!to!adjust!to!weather!conditions!at!the!
location,!bring!a!lunch!and!water!on!all!field!
trips."
Ensure'your'vehicle'has'a'full'tank'of'gas."
As"always,"any"US"rockhounds"in"good"standing"
with"their"clubs"are"invited"to"join"our"field"
trips!"

Washington"State"Mineral"Council"offers"some"
great"trips,"just"across"the"border:"Washington"
State"Mineral"Council"

INTERIOR!ZONE!CAMPOUT!
Hosted"by"the"Thompson"Valley"Rock"Club"
June"20,"21"and"22,"2014"

Where:"""""Pinegrove"Campground"
"""421"Walterdale"Rd.,"McLure,"BC"

Phone:"""""1S877S672S5529"
Email:""""""pinegrove2011@gmail.com"
Web:"""""""www.pinegrovecampground.net/"
Registration:""Commencing"at"3pm"Friday"June"
20th"

Fee:""$6"single,"$8"family"
Campground:""Please"book/reserve"your"site"
using"the"contact"phone"or"email"above.""We"
have"asked"for"a"section"of"the"Campground"to"
be"set"aside"for"the"Rockhounds.""Identify"
yourself"with"a"Club"for"a"10%"discount"on"their"
regular"rates."

Please"let"Jack"or"Helen"Lowndes"know"if"you"
plan"to"attend,"so"that"we"can"order"enough"
supplies."""
Phone:""250S314S1944"
Email:""helow@telus.net"

Field!Trip:!Fossils
Field"Trip:"" West"Harrison"
Date"&"Time:"" March"30,"2014"(Sunday)"

9:00"AM"
Meeting"
Location:"

Sasquatch"Inn"
46001"Lougheed"Hwy,"Harrison"
Mills,"BC"

Material:" Fossils"(buchia/clamshells,"
belemnites)"

Equipment:" Rock"hammer,"bucket,"digging"
tools,"gloves,"sledge"hammer,"
waterSproof"boots,"warm"
clothing"

Vehicle:" Car"(full"tank"of"gas)"
Other:" Bring"food,"water,"back"pack"

Check"with"the"WagonMaster"
BEFORE"you"go!!""

WagonMaster:"Gordon"Pinder"604S556S6489"

Field!Trip:!Nickel!Silicate
Field"Trip:"" Yale"
Date"&"Time:"" April"27,"2014"(Sunday)"

9:00"AM"
Meeting"
Location:"

Rancher's"Restaurant"at"Bridal"
Falls"
53560"Bridal"Falls"Road,"
Rosedale,"BC"

Material:" Nickel"Silicate"
Equipment:" Rock"hammer,"bucket,"digging"

tools,"gloves,"waterSproof"boots,"
warm"clothing"

Vehicle:" Car"(full"tank"of"gas)"
Other:" Bring"food,"water,"back"pack"

Check"with"the"WagonMaster"
BEFORE"you"go!!"

WagonMaster:"Bob"&"De"Morgan"604S599S6938"
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RENDEZVOUS 

May 16 - 19, 2014
A Horticultural Building IPE grounds 

Armstrong, B.C. 

Hosted By: Vernon Lapidary & 
Mineral Club 

For additional information contact: 

David Ellsworth  PH: 250-762-4645 or 

E mail:   david@vernonlapidary.org 

Agenda: 

Friday:  dealer set-up, showcase set-up, 
registration 

Saturday:  field trips, demonstrations, 
showcases, full service dealer, free entrance 
to public, night-live auction 

Sunday:  field trips, demonstrations, 
showcases, full service dealer, free entrance 
for public, 4:30 bucket sale, banquet,BCLS 
AGM -  annual meeting 

Monday:  pancake breakfast 

Dealer:   Black Mountain Artisans 
Lapidary Rock Shop 

Carey Serhan - Owner 

Armstrong"Accommodations:"
• Armstrong"Kin"RV"Park"250S546S4041

• Royal"York"Golf"Club"&"RV"Park,"2440
York"Avenue."250S546S9700

In"The"Immediate"Area:"
• Riverside"RV"Park"and"Campground

• Shuswap"Falls"RV"Park"and"Camping

• Mabel"Lake"Resort"and"Airpark

The"BC"Forest"Service"Recreation"sites"listed"
below"are"maintained"by"the"BC"Forest"Service"
in"Salmon"Arm."
Most"sites"are"rustic,"with"outhouses"and"plank"
picnic"tables;"firewood"is"not"provided."Some"
sites"are"supplied"with"litter"barrels,"but"many"
are""user"maintained.""Please"use"fire"safely,"
leave"your"site"tidy,"and"take"out"your"own"
garbage."The"roads"are"generally"passable"
during"the"summer"months;"however,"be"sure"to"
check"with"the"BC"Forest"Service"at"250S832S
1401"for"road"condition"information."

NOREEN,"HOLIDAY"&"STONY"LAKE,"NOISY"
CREEK,"KIDNEY"LAKE,"COOKE"CREEK,"ELBOW,"
GRASSY,"DALE,"&"SRUCE"LAKE"

info@cityofarmstrong.bc.ca"
Armstrong"Kin"RV"Park,""3311"Park"Dr"
Armstrong,"British"Columbia"""V0E"1B0"

Phone250S546S4041""Located"downtown"
right"next"to"the"municipal"pool"&"fairgrounds"
with"hot"showers,"sewer,"water"&"30"amp"
electricity"included."Some"shaded"&"pullS
through"sites."

The"Armstrong"Inn,""3400"Smith"Dr"
Armstrong,"British"Columbia""V0E"1B1"
Website:"""www.armstronginn.com"
"TollSfree"866S546S3056"
Phone250S546S3056"

Armstrong"Inn…"
Enjoy"our"quiet,"comfortable"facilities."Located"
close"to"golfing,"skiing,"the"Armstrong"
Fairgrounds,"Caravan"Farm"Theatre"&"the"
beautiful"lakes"of"the"Okanagan"&"Shuswap,"but"
without"the"hustle"&"bustle"of"a"large"city."We"
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are"only"12"minutes"north"of"Vernon"and"10"
minutes"south"of"Enderby."We"take"pride"in"the"
cleanliness"of"our"rooms"and"quality"of"our"beds"

Summer!Camp
August!3!to!8,!2014!
Port'Alberni,'B.C.!

Campground!and!Summer!Camp!
Central!is!the!China!Creek!
Campground!and!Marina!

Reservations!are!not!allocated!until!April!1,!
2014.!

We"need"to"know"in"advance"how"many"
sites"you"need"and"how"many"days."These"
amounts"will"be"presented"to"The"
Harbour"Commission"and"a"decision"will"
be"made"if"the"rates"are"to"be"reduced.""

Please"email:"
bclssummercamp@gmail.com."

Hosted"By:!
Alberni"Valley"Rock"&"Gem"Club!
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Artists Enlist Caddisfly Larvae to “Build” Jewelry From Gold, 
Gemstones 
by Morgana Matus (Ecouterre) Humans aren’t the only animals with 

yen for self-decoration. Caddisfly 
larvae protect themselves by 
constructing elaborate armors from 
gravel, sand, twigs, and other debris, 
which they “glue” together using 
excreted silk. The tiny moth-like 
insects scavenge whatever material is 
suitable from their environments, 
including anything you choose to give 
them. French artist Hubert Duprat 
was among the first to take advantage 
of the insects’ predilections by 
supplying them with gold flakes, opal, 
turquoise, rubies, and pearls. The 
resulting cases are intricate works of 
art that can be strung up like beads to 
create one-of-a-kind jewelry. 

DID YOU KNOW?  … Sharon Hubbard of  Parksvil le  Club,
fabulous artist ,  sc ience person and rockhounder… 

Sharon Hubbard discovered 
the Pterosaur found on 
Vancouver Island, BC Canada 
in 2005. She donated it in 
February 2011 to the Royal 
BC Museum in Victoria, BC.  
This is a new species which 
now bears the name 
Gwawinapterus beardi. The 
Canadian Journal of Earth 
Sciences has given credit 
for discovery of this in the 
April 2011 journal.  
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In#the#second#article#about#rock#hounding#on#Haida#

Gwaii#I#will#describe#areas#where#fossils#can#be#

found.#Please#refer#to#the#previous#article#on#rock#

hounding#on#Haida#Gwaii#for#pertinent#information#

about#the#islands.##There#are#numerous#fossil#sites#

on#Graham#and#Moresby#Islands,#some#are#easily#

accessible#and#others#that#require#boat#or#aircraft.%

GRAHAM ISLAND 
The%first%site%worth%visiting%is%just%east%of%Masset%at%
a%place%called%Skonun%Point.%At%low%tide%take%the%
second%left%turn%off%after%the%golf%course%road,%to%

access%the%beach.%%Once%on%the%beach%look%for%grey%
sandstone%outcrops%to%the%north%and%boulders%
strewn%on%the%beach.%These%contain"well"
preserved"clam"and"cockle"shell"fossils."Also"
look"for"fossil"wood"between"layers"of"
sandstone"further"east"when"exposed"by"a"very"
low"tide."""""
As"per"the"previous"article"on"rock"hounding"for"
agates,"Queen"Charlotte"Main"Line"[QCM]"will"be"
the"reference"point"for"accessing"fossil"sites.""
Having"driven"through"Port"Clements"and"past"
the"Juskatla"turn"off"keep"on"QCM"and"take"the"

last"right"spur"line"just"before"Marie"Lake."

Follow"this"road"to"find"quarries"and"rubble%
where%ammonites%and%belemnites%can%be%found%in%
concretions.%On%the%right%side%of%the%road%just%
north%of%Marie%Lake%is%a%quarry%which%was%used%to%
provide%ballast%for%QCM.%Here%there%were%a%
number%of%very%large%ammonites%in%concretions%
(largest%ammonite%being%38cm%in%dia.)%%While%
checking%out%the%side%of%the%road%a%large%
concretion%containing%three%large%and%one%small%
ammonite%were%found%nested%together%(possibly%
the%3%large%were%female%and%the%small%one%was%a%
male).%%This%quarry%also%yields%greenish%druzy%

ROCKHOUNDING HAIDA GWAII FOSSILS 

Clams"and"Cockles"

Dactylioceras"Ammonite"

Ammonite"“stew”"
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quartz%crystals.""
South"on"QCM"approx"300"meters"past"the"
Yakoun"Main"turnoff"there"is"branch"line"41X"
heading"west."Check"out"baculites"in"
concretions."Further"south"again"on"QCM"turn"
left"onto"Canyon"Main"[CM]."Travel"1.6"km"and"
turn"right,"travel"7km"until"you"see"a"quarry"on"
the"left"side"of"the"road,"
here"there"are"
numerous"ammonites"
and"other"marine"
fossils"in"concretions."
Of"note"a"single"gingko"
leaf"was"found"here."
Follow"the"first"right"
after"the"quarry"and"
keeping"to"the"right"
begin"looking"for"fossils"
in"the"shoulders"of"the"
road"at"the"right"turn."A"
piece"of"fossil"wood"was"
found"here"weighing"
approx."20kgs."It"is"
worth"checking"the"
roads"in"this"area"as"
they"were"all"built"with"ballast"from"the"quarry."
Follow"QCM"further"south"to"41A"mentioned"in"
the"previous"article,"turn"left"onto"41A"and"at"
the"“Y”"junction"go"left"until"you"come"to"the"
quarry"containing"picture"rock."Park"at"the"
quarry,"locate"and"walk"in"on"the"over"grown"
road"[approx"2kms]"to"a"
shale"pit"where"ammonites"
and"belemnites"in"
concretions"or"loose"in"the"
shale"matrix"can"be"found."If"
you"continue"past"the"
quarry"going"to"the"right"
and"around"to"the"left,""thin"
seam"agate"can"be"found"in"
basalt"matrix.""In"some"areas"of"the"islands"
volcanic"deposits"overly"the"sedimentary"
deposits"and"any"fossils"will"have"a"blackened"
(cooked)"appearance."""""""""""
"Continue"south"on"QCM"to"King"Main"[KM]."Note"
the"mileage"signs"count"up"to"35kms"and"at"King"
they"start"counting"down."Once"on"KM"go"5"kms"
to"a"pit"where"you"can"find"ammonites,"
belemnites"and"a"variety"of"clams."Check"out"the"
numerous"pits"in"this"area"as"well"as"the"
shoulders"and"ditches"for"material."""

Continue"south"on"QCM"for"7"kms"to"mile"
marker"25.S."There"is"a"quarry"on"the"left"side"of"
the"road"that"is"completely"overgrown"with"
alder."The"quarry"is"100x35"meters"in"size"and"
consists"of"sandstone"and"layered"shale"that"is"
weathered.""Concretions"containing"numerous"
ammonites,"belemnites,"pelecypods,"

brachiopods,"oysters,"clams,"
fish/shark"vertebrae,"plant"
fossils"and"wood"can"be"found"
here."Some"of"the""football"
shaped"concretions"contained"
over"200"different"sized"
ammonites"from"2mm"to"40"
mm"in"diameter."The"shale"
can"be"split"into"layers"to"
expose"carbon"cast"of"
ammonites"and"other"marine"
fossils."A"fossil"aloe"vera"leaf"
was"found"here."There"is"a"
number"of"branch"and"spur"
lines"constructed"from"the"
ballast"in"this"quarry"and"are"
in"the"immediate"vicinity."
These"are"worth"checking"for"
fossils."It"can"be"difficult"

locating"these"roads"due"to"overgrowth."The"
matrix"has"weathered"considerable,"ammonites"
and"clams"can"be"found"lying"loose"so"can"be"
easily"picked"up."A"couple"of"large"(25cm"in"dia.)"
“keeled”"ammonites"were"found"weathered"out"

of"the"matrix."Some"of"the"
ammonites"and"brachiopods"
have"hollow"chambers"and"
contain"a"hydrocarbon"
substance"like"tar."On"a"hot"
day"(yes"they"do"happen"
occasionally)"you"can"smell"
the"tar"in"the"quarry."Some"
fossils"have"a"white"powdery"

coating"which"is"a"fungus"caused"by"the"high"
humidity"on"the"islands"and"if"not"removed"can"
destroy"a"collection."Acetic"acid"(vinegar"5%)"
and"sunlight"baths"will"kill"the"fungus.""
Continuing"south"on"QCM"from"the"quarry"the"
next"major"road"is"Ghost"Main."Follow"it"in"until"
you"come"to"two"“Y”"junctions"close"together."
Take"the"right"fork;"carefully"drive"2.3"kms"until"
you"reach"a"quarry"on"your"left,"watch"out"for"
washouts"and"fallen"trees."In"the"quarry"walls"
are"concretions"with"marine"fossils."A"further"

Ammonite"carbon"casts"

Belemnite"
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0.5kms"past"the"quarry"and"to"the"right"there"is"
another"quarry"with"some"more"ammonite"
containing"concretions."A"Douvilleiceras"
Ammonite"that"dripped"oil"was"found"here,"it"
had"to"be"soaked"in"solvent"to"clean."There"are"

other"quarries"in"the"area"that"need"
investigating"and"more"fossils"can"be"found"in"
the"bed"of"Ghost"Creek.""
South"on"QCM"for"1.3kms"and"Phantom"Main"
[PM]"appears,"turn"right"and"follow"PM"for"
8Kms"staying"on"the"main"road."On"your"left"will"
be"a"road"cut"with"inoceramus"mussel"shells"
with"a"white"coating."This"is"original"shell"nacre"
and"very"fragile"(not"fungus)."Checking"out"the"
whole"of"the"road"cut"to"the"“T”"jctn"you"will"find"
more"mussel"shells,"large"belemnites"and"large"
ammonites."These"are"difficult"to"remove"due"to"
the"hardness"of"the"matrix,"a"photograph"is"the"
answer."Check"shoulders"of"the"road"and"all"
boulders,"there"are"fossils"everywhere."Continue"
along"PM"for"a"further"5"Kms"keeping"to"the"
main"part"of"the"road"(the"most"travelled),"there"
are"many"spur"roads"in"all"directions.""
Eventually"you"will"come"to"a"cliff"on"your"left"
with"a"steep"road"cut"on"its"north"side,"check"out"
the"cliff"edge"and"all"the"large"boulders"which"

may"contain"mussel"
fossils."Continue"on"
up"until"you"pass"a"
quarry"on"your"left"
and"a"little"further"a"
flat"spot"on"your"
right,"park"here"and"
begin"exploring.""

Opposite"the"flat"spot"the"shale"is"weathered"
enough"to"be"able"to"remove"mussel"shell"
moulds"up"to"30cms"in"length,"they"are"brown"in"
colour"and"come"out"as"individuals"or"as"plates"
with"a"couple"of"mussels"on"them.""There"are"
also"small"ammonites,"just"down"from"this"spot"
a"“large”"inoceramus"mussel"was"found"which"
was"approx"1"meter"in"length,"it"is"still"there."If"
you"can"access"the"bed"of"Phantom"Creek"more"
fossils"can"be"found."
Travel"further"south"on"QCM"past"the"Rennell"
Sound"intersection,"continue"over"the"Yakoun"
River"and"take"the"first"left,"then"the"first"right."
Access"might"be"difficult"due"to"over"growth."
There"are"numerous"quarries"on"this"road"so"
check"them"out."Belemnites"were"found"at"the"
small"waterfall"0.7kms"from"the"intersection."
From"the"bridge"over"the"Yakoun"River"south"to"
Queen"Charlotte"City"(QCC)"at"approx"4.5"kms"
take"Elk"Main"left"to"find"numerous"quarries."
Anywhere"there"is"a"quarry"on"the"road"to"QCC"
check"for"fossil"material"also"check"road"beds"
and"shoulders."
Be"careful"on"all"of"the"roads"in"particular"the"
branch"and"spur"lines"as"some"have"had"the"
culverts"removed"leaving"deep"ditches"and"/"or"
are"completely"deactivated."On"these"roads"it"is"
best"to"park"and"walk"into"the"fossil"sites."

BALANCE ROCK 
Balance"Rock"is"a"geological"wonder"that"can"be"
found"just"north"of"the"Skidegate"I.R."It"is"an"
erratic"deposited"by"glacial"or"ocean"movement,"

no"one"really"knows."It"rests"on"shales"that"have"
concretions"throughout;"the"concretions"contain"
ammonites,"clams,"wood,"and"the"odd"bone."You"
can"also"find"ammonites"in"the"shale"matrix."Just"
north"of"Balance"rock"there"is"an"exposed"fossil"
palm"log"about"3"meters"in"length,"take"
photographs.""The"first"bridge"you"come"to"after"
Balance"rock"crosses"Chinukundl"(Millar)"creek,"
at"the"mouth"of"the"creek"is"a"deposit"of"lignite"
coal.""

Planticeras"Ammonite"

Clam"
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The"rocky"outcrops"bordering"Queen"Charlotte"
City"consist"of"fossiliferous"shales"containing"
concretions"with"ammonites"and"clams,"loose"
fossils"may"also"be"found"in"the"beach"gravels."
On"the"shale"flats"at"the"western"end"of"Queen"
Charlotte"City"a"partial"echinoderm"(sea"urchin)"
fossil"was"found."""Locate"the"road"to"Sleeping"
Beauty"Mountain"on"the"west"side"of"Queen"
Charlotte"City;"there"are"numerous"quarries"on"
this"road"where"you"can"find"large"inoceramus"
mussel"shells"(three"dimensional)."The"
concretions"here"have"yielded"ammonites,"clams"
and"crayfish"fossils."
There"are"numerous"fossil"sites"on"the"islands"
located"in"Skidegate"Inlet."""
There"are"old"coal"mines"to"the"west"of"Queen"
Charlotte"City;"access"is"difficult"as"the"roads"are"
mostly"over"grown."""
Time"to"go"exploring!""

SOUTH MORESBY 
Take"the"ferry"across"to"Moresby"Island"from"
Skidegate"landing"to"Alliford"Bay."As"you"leave"
the"ferry"keep"to"the"right"until"you"are"
paralleling"the"shale"beach"on"your"right."You"
should"be"able"to"see"concrete"pillars"sticking"
out."These"are"the"remnants"of"the"seaplane"base"
that"was"here"during"WWII."Park"in"a"safe"spot"
off"of"the"road"and"walk"towards"the"shale"flats."
You"should"be"able"to"see"Queen"Charlotte"City"
off"in"the"distance"across"Skidegate"inlet."This"
area"is"best"to"do"at"low"tide"and"you"can"find"
fossil"clams,"oysters,"ammonites"and"exquisite"
trigonid"Myopheralla"clams."There"is"also"the"
odd"bullet"casing"and"airplane"part"left"over"
from"the"war."
Take"the"road"left"off"of"the"ferry"and"drive"to"
the"electrical"generating"station"and"park,"walk"
down"to"the"water"and"follow"the"beach"towards"
Sandspit."At"low"tide"in"the"sandstone"shale"flats"
there"are"concretions"with"ammonites"and"
clams"exposed.""Drive"through"Sandspit"towards"
Copper"Bay"keeping"to"the"right"towards"
Skidegate"Lake,"just"before"you"get"to"the"lake"
there"is"a"road"heading"north"from"the"lake.""
Approx"3.5"kms"in"and"keeping"to"the"left"at"the"
first"“Y”"junction,"right"at"the"next"“Y”"junction,"
at"the"third"junction"there"is"a"quarry"with"large"
trigonid"clams"(20cm"in"length)"a."found.""

Keeping"to"the"right"at"this"junction"proceed"
further"until"you"pass"three"more"quarries,"well"
worth"checking"out."
Do"be"very"careful"on"any"and"all"of"the"roads"as"
they"could"be"deactivated"or"severely"over"
grown."Remember"that"help"is"a"long"way"away"
and"long"time"getting"to"you."

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE 
Drop"into"the"Crystal"Gallery"at"Tlell"for"some"
local"info"on"fossil"areas"on"the"islands."
If"you"require"more"information"on"the"above"
mentioned"areas"feel"free"to"contact"the"article"
author"by"email"at:"""paleocreations@shaw.ca""

REFERENCES!

1. A."Sutherland"Brown,"the"Geology"of"the"Queen"Charlotte
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Edition,"Hunter"Rose"Company,"Toronto"
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Slovenia, not to be confused with Slovakia or
Slavonia, occupies a small piece of land east of 
Italy, west of Romania, south of Austria, and north 
of Croatia. While it is small in land mass it has a 
rich (and sometime terrifying) human history. It is 
also rich in limestone and caves.  One of the most 
famous of these is the Postojna Cave located 
between the capital of Ljubjlana and the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

We decided to visit. As usual we avoided the 
advertised tours from Ljubljana and instead took the 
local train to the small town of Postojna. When we got 
off the train, the place was deserted. We did not have 
a local map, but saw a sign pointing down the hill for 
the Cave. So off we went. After a lovely walk through 
the little town, past a park and down a hill we came to 
a huge parking lot which was the start of the tourist 
destination. There we found people from around the 
world waiting to enter the cave. The entrance is 
controlled. We bought our tickets and when the gates 
opened, we (and about one hundred other tourists) 
hopped on an underground train that carried us for 
about 2 km though incredible stalactites and 
stalagmites.  

We disembarked from the little train and were 
told to stand under the sign that represented the 
language of tour we needed. About fifty people were in 
our group, but there were thirteen other language 
choices. Our guide was a young man who spoke 
English very well. When he learned we were 
Canadians, he said he had just heard news from 
Canada – the great maple syrup robbery. Then he 
laughed! We thought he was joking, but it turns out he 
was correct. So if the worst news from Canada is a 
maple syrup theft, we are doing okay. 

Anyway, back to the caves. There are over 20 
km of passages, chambers and galleries in this 
system. The caves are at a constant temperature, and 
the colours and sizes of the formations were 
awesome. We walked about three km along a well 
lighted and carefully designed path. At one point the 
lights were shut off to show the absolute darkness of 
the space. The guide quickly turned the lights back on 
because there was an immediate murmur of 
discomfort from the visitors. One highlight is called 

“Brilliant” and is a shiny white stalagmite made of 
calcite, standing about 5 meters tall. Water 
continuously trickles down its crown.  

 Another highlight for us was the “Spaghetti 
Hall” where thin, transparent tubes hang from the 
ceiling. The “Red Room” is coloured from iron and clay 
contaminants leaching into the calcite from above the 
cave. The tour ended at a huge open space called the 
Concert Hall where there is room for 10,000 seats, 
and where symphonic concerts are held. 

Our visit was too short as we could not absorb 
all the beautiful shapes and colours. But we were left 
with the wonder of nature and the hope that human 
greed will not destroy what nature has created over 
millions of years. 

World Travels 
Karst Caves of Slovenia
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Argillite of Haida Gwaii 
The Haida word for argillite is Kwawhlhal. 
Argillite is a type of rock that is transitional 
between slate and shale. The quarry site for Haida 
argillite is found on the Islands of Haida Gwaii at 
the Slatechuck site. 

In"1941,"the"Skidegate"band"obtained"43.81"acres"of"
land"surrounding"and"containing"the"Slatechuck"
quarry"site"for"the"sole"use"of"the"Skidegate"people."
Anyone"wanting"to"visit"the"quarry"site"must"obtain"
permission"from"the"Skidegate"band"council"prior"to"
their"visit."The"actual"material"that"the"carvings"are"
made"out"of"is"a"unique"and"fragile"material."When"

quarried"the"material"
contains"a"high"
concentration"of"water."
The"material"is"often"
kept"wrapped"in"towels"
saturated"with"water"to"
keep"the"material"“soft”"
and"easy"to"carve.
(Pictured"is"Amy"Edgars"carving)

The"Geology"Kitties"
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Selkirk'Rock'and'Mineral'Club'2013'
Selkirk"Rock"and"Mineral"Club"has"interested"
members"from"the"West"Kootenay.""The"group"meets"
every"second"Tuesday"of"the"month"to"plan"trips"to"
old"mines"and"historic"sites.""In"the"spring,"fall"and"
winter,"there"are"trips"to"collect"rocks,"minerals"and"
fossils"and"enjoy"the"outdoors."

In"March,"several"members"enjoyed"the"annual"soak"
in"Ainsworth"Hot"Springs."

Several"members"visited"Passmore,"Ruby"Rock"and"
Springer"Creek"in"April"and"found"corundum"and"
tourmaline"splays.""Lots"of"new"trenches"were"found"
up"Springer"Creek"indicating"recent"exploration."

Nine"people"explored"the"dykes"at"Gyro"Park.""
Everyone"was"impressed"with"the"complicated"
geological"history"at"Rock"Island"where"the"black"
Trail"Gneiss,"the"oldest"rock"there,"was"intruded"by"
the"Trail"Pluton"and"crosscut"by"many"different"
dykes.""The"volcanic"debris"flows"and"possible"felsite"
tuffs"were"admired"at"the"Montrose"cutoff."

14"members"travelled"above"Hudu"Creek"in"May"and"
found"coral"and"bivalve"fossils.""The"shale"bed"in"the"
volcanic"tuff"eluded"the"group"but"there"were"
beautiful"lady"slipper"orchids"and"a"suburb"view"of"
the"valley"below."

The"Selkirk"Rock"and"Mineral"Club"was"involved"in"
the"Rock"and"Gem"Show"in"Castlegar"in"June.""
Members"helped"at"the"door,"at"geode"splitting,"and"
in"setSup"and"takeSdown."

On"a"pleasant"day"in"June,"some"members"found"
garnets"and"tourmaline"at"Hoder"Creek."

Kokanee"and"Selkirk"people"had"a"good"trip"on"a"hot"
day"to"Gardner"Cave"and"Boundary"Dam.""Gardner"
Cave"is"300"feet"below"the"surface"at"the"deepest"
point"and"has"lots"of"stalactites"and"stalagmites"and"
other"dripstone"features.""The"visit"to"Boundary"Dam"
was"very"interesting."

5"members"enjoyed"the"trip"over"a"rough"road"to"the"
Little"Tim"Mine.""The"porphyritic"granite"with"large"
feldspar"crystals"was"very"attractive.""The"silver"lead"
ore"was"weathered"but"the"group"found"good"
samples"of"tetrahedrite"galena"and"pyrite."

There"had"been"active"logging"on"the"road"to"the"
Silver"King"Mine"near"Nelson.""There"was"lots"of"good"
chalcopyrite"and"bornite"with"peacock"ore"found.""
Good"samples"of"blue"azurite"and"some"of"the"rare"
mineral"stromeyerite"were"found."

In"September,"several"people"from"the"Selkirk,"
Kokanee"and"Colville"Clubs"travelled"to"Riverside,"
Washington"to"collect"thulite"and"iolite.""Serpentine,"
chalcopyrite"and"hematite"were"collected"on"the"Old"
Cascade"Highway"and"magnetite,"pyrite"and"
chalcopyprite"were"collected"at"the"Velvet"Mine"on"a"
windy"day"in"September."

Lots"of"ammonite"fossils"were"found"at"Archibald"
Creek"in"October."

The"Kokanee"Club"joined"the"Selkirk"Club"in"October"
for"an"interesting"trip"to"Riondel.""The"clubs"visited"
the"museum"to"observe"photos,"samples"and"mining"
artifacts.""The"group"visited"the"concentrator"sight"as"
well"as"the"sealed"adits.""Plenty"of"galena,"sphalerite"
and"pyrotite"samples"were"collected."

The"Christmas"party"was"enjoyed"by"all."

Submitted"by"Maureen"Krohman"

The'Thompson'Valley'Rock'Club'
had a banner year in 2013, with Rendezvous in 
Ashcroft attracting quite a few new members.  Our 
Club was already represented by several members 
in the area, but the activities of Rendezvous 
brought out new people to the Club with new 
knowledge and shared passion for rocks.  We are 
looking forward to seeing them in the field in 
2014.  In addition to building upon activities in the 
western part of our region, we are making it a 
priority this year to improve upon our association 
with the existing Clubs to the south and east in the 
Interior Zone.  We hope to achieve this through 
shared field trips and the Zone Camp-out this 
year.  We had a couple of shared trips last year, and 
the new faces and friendships added to the 
enjoyment of the outings and enriched the 
experience of our hobby. 
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Easy to find at the quiet end of town 

and Electricity 

Wi-Fi available through out the park 

North of I-10 at Exit 19 
1-520-873-8513 or 928-927-6699 

Best RV Park in Quartzsite Arizona 

88 Spaces each with Sewer, Water 

Other initiatives have been taken to build on our 
presence in the Kamloops community and 
area.  Members are donating decorative and 
finished lapidary work including finished jewelry 
to the Kamloops Wildlife Park – products from 
local rocks that they can sell to support their new 
hospital and other work – which will give us some 
excellent publicity.  The Wildlife 
Park (www.bczoo.org/) is the location of our Club 
Workshop, and TVRC has been involved in 
projects and maintenance at the facility for some 
years.  We have members contributing to science 
education of children  through the Big Little 
Science Center (http://www.blscs.org/aboutus.htm) 
and the Scientists in School Program 
(http://www.scientistsinschool.ca/about-sis.php) as 
well as promoting geological science and 
exploration through the Kamloops Exploration 
Group (http://www.keg.bc.ca/).  All of that makes 
for a Club of diverse backgrounds and shared 
interests, in a community and environment that 
regularly has us ‘counting our blessings’. 
Please have a look at our website at www.tvrc.ca 
for more information. By Dave

Ed:##When#visiting#their#pages,#go#to#the#links#
section#and#check#out#the#“Rock#Lovers#Pitstop”#
facebook#page.##It’s#hot#for#field#trip#reports#and#
finds.#

Parksville'and'District'Rock'and'Gem'
Club'
"Our"Club"began"2014"with"a"new"Executive"and"
a"new"team"handling"the"many"volunteer""jobs""
that"make"the"club"successful."Our"new"
President"is"Sharie"Aumair.""We"‘ve"had"
fieldtrips,"dropSin"workshops,"and"interesting"
programs"at"our"monthly"meetings."We"look"
forward"to"upcoming"Shows"and"are"grateful"
that"the"Courtenay"Club"has"once"again"invited"
us"to"coShost"the"May"Show"with"them.""
More"information"at"the"Club's"website:"""
www.pdrockngem.org."""for"announcements,"
links,"photos"and"other"information"related"to"
rockhounding"from"this"part"of"Vancouver"
Island.""We'd"love"to"see"any"fellow"rockhounder"
at"any"of"our"events."You"are"welcome"to"join"us."

"Submitted"by"Linda"Strand#
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Dear Ruby 
I just joined a club and am finding it hard to meet 
people and find information about how things are 
done within the club.  I feel lost and overwhelmed 
as I joined to learn rockhounding and lapidary.  
Any advice because I feel like a… 
Shrinking Violet 

Dear Violet, 

Don’t despair,  I do have a few tips for you and the 
clubs.  I’ve heard this complaint from a few 
recently. 

Here’s what you can do: 

Try to attend every meeting and other social 
events. 

Acquire a member list from the membership 
secretary and call a few of the folks to check out 
their rock collections - they will talk your ear off 
about their adventures and finds and most are 
generous to share some of their hoard, you’ll make 
friends in no time. 

Attend club workshops and demos, this is crucial 
to learn how to use the shop equipment.  Sharing 
activities bonds the group. 

Make sure you get the club newsletter, your 
membership card and subscribe to the BC 
Rockhounder.  Also check the BC Lapidary 
website and Facebook page.  Why?  Because as a 
member, you can join in other club’s field trips and 
you are covered by the BCLS insurance. 

Educate yourself.  There’s lots of internet 
resources and books.  Sharon Hammelin is the 
book lady and always has a great selection at the 
Abbotsford Gem Show and Rendezvous at near 
cost.  Summer Camp is a week long event of 
rockhounding, sharing and just having fun. 

Check out the web pages for other clubs.  Some 
are really great with lots of info and links.  The 
Thompson Valley Club has a great link to the 
Facebook page “Rock Lover’s Pitstop.” 

The Happy Valley Prospector Shop (advertiser) 
also has a great Facebook page and weekly give-
aways! 

Advice for the Clubs: 

Some of you clubs out there have quite a few 
members and might not even notice a new person.  
Have an introduction period and/or welcoming 
“commitee.”  The newbies are your future. 

Assist the new member in getting a “kit” together of 
rockhounding essentials and a copy of the 
rockhounder’s code of ethics. 

Share rides on field trips.  It can be quite daunting 
to drive 20km up a steep mountain on rutted roads 
to a remote mine site the first couple of times or 
offer a mini trip for the new ones so they can learn 
and get some experience. 

Encourage the youth to have show and tell.  

The newbies want to learn how to do stuff.  Invite 
them to a “studio” tour to see how things are set-
up.  Have workshops. 

Keep your web pages/ blogs fresh.  Invite folks to 
post their trips, adventures and finds. 

Your knowledge and talents are a resource! 
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`Why!All!Canadian!Editors!Should!Belong!to!SCRIBE!

1. BECAUSE!IT!EXISTS
SCRIBE"is"an"organization"OF"editors"S"FOR""editors.""Founded"in"1976,"SCRIBE"
continues"to"assist"and"support"its"editor"members."From"Stone"Age"to"Space"Age,"
SCRIBE"keeps"up"with"technology"in"producing"club"newsletters."

2. BECAUSE!IT!CAN!BE!HELPFUL
SCRIBE"publishes"a"quarterly""newsletter""that""is""eSmailed""to""all"members."The""articles,"hints,""tips""and""
ideas""exchanged""between""editors""are""informative""as""well"as""interesting"""and"""educational"to"both"
"new""and""experienced""editors."We"can"all"benefit"from"it.""SCRIBE"also"provides"a"Bulletin"Evaluation"
Service"to"its"members."This"nonScompetitive"judging"provides"valuable"advice"to"help"editors"improve"the"
quality"of"their"bulletins."
Scribe"now"produces"a"yearly"CD"/"DVD"S"a"compilation"of"newsletters,"articles"and"clip"art."This"is"mailed"
FREE!in!February!to"all"paid"up"members"along"with"the"Membership"Roster,"and"to"all"new"members"

3. BECAUSE YOU'LL MAKE NEW FRIENDS
Best of all are  the  friendships that  will  develop  and  grow through  membership  in  SCRIBE, an organization 
dedicated to the needs of very special people ...the Club Newsletter Editors.  SCRIBE holds an Annual Meeting 
the end of January  at Quartzsite, Arizona in conjunction with the Annual Pow Wow. Editor Breakfasts and 
meetings are also held at Regional Federation Shows. Everyone is invited to attend. 

4. BECAUSE!THE!PRICE!IS!RIGHT
Most" editors" prefer" to" have" the" membership" in" their" own" name." Yearly" membership" (1" January" to" 31"
December)" ! is! $! 6.00! single,! $! 8.00! couple,! payable! in! US! FUNDS." " It" is" now" possible" to" have" the"
membership"listed"in"the"CLUB’S"name."That"way,"as"editors"change"from"time"to"time,"the"membership"can"
continue."Several"clubs"now"generously"pay"the"yearly"fee"for"the"membership."

5. PLEASE!JOIN!US
Over the years the number of Editor members has changed as Editors retire and new Editors join. We average150 
members in the USA, Canada, Aaustralia and the UK. Membership is open to ALL EDITORS and those 
individuals involved in the preparation and publication of a club newsletters and club web sites.  
An Editor is AN EDITOR - whether it be for a Rock and Lapidary, Gem and Mineral, Fossil, Faceting, 
Micromounting or other Hobby Club newsletter. 

For more information please contact:   Trudy Martin, Scribe R V P , 403-287-1570 
martintm@shaw.ca       or visit the SCRIBE web site <http://scribe.rbnet.net/ 

"
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Lapidary"table"with"an"8""
Poly"Arbor"with"100"and"
220"grit"stones,"8""x"
3""Lortone"Arbor"with"400"
and"600"grit"expandable"

drums.""Water"pump"and"recovery"system."Steel"
table"on"wheels."""$700"

Frantom"10""slab/trim"saw"with"vice"and"
stand""$400"
Lortone""LS6""combination"saw"arbor"unit""$350"
Lortone"14""Drop"Saw,"like"new,""$600"

Contact"Ron"Nielsen"at"srtj@telus.net"or""""""""
250S367S9576.""I"will"deliver"to"Rendezvous"in"
Armstrong"in"May.""More"pictures"or"
information"available."

"

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
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COMPETITION ITEMS FOR SALE 
"

VOLUNTEERS WANTED 

BC"Rockhounder"magazine"seeks"Editorial"
Assistant.""Duties"are"to"manage"and"solicit"
club"reports,"activities"and"pictures,"club"info"
updates"and"be"proofreader.""Also"to"discuss"
ideas"for"articles."
BC"Rockhounder"magazine"seeks"an"Ad"
Accounts"Manager"who"will"take"care"of"
billings,"submissions"and"inquiries"from"
current"advertisers.""The"Ads"person"will"
also"seek"new"advertisers."
Contact"Editor"Amanda:"
crystalmagic@twincomm.ca"

ANNOUNCEMENT:""Items"for"sale"notices"will"only"be"good"for"the"current"issue.""If"you"wish"to"
repost"please"email"the"editor:"""new"email:""bcrSeditor@live.ca"

1

Brian"Matheson"invites"entrants"to"the"2nd"World"Jade"
Symposium.""Go"to"jadesymposium.com"for"details."

2
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THE BRITISH COLUMBIA LAPIDARY SOCIETY 
RAFFLE ORDER FORM 

  
 (in support of the development and education relating to  
 earth sciences, geology through the BC Gem Show.) 

 
Tickets Sales:  02 December, 2013 to 12 April, 2014 

Raffle drawn:  1pm Sunday, 13 April, 2014  
 

First Name:  

Last Name:  

Street Address:  

City:  

Province:  

Postal Code:  

Telephone Number:  

E-Mail:  
!
I’d like to order the following number of Raffle Tickets: 
 
  Quantity:    x $2.00 = $    
 
Method of Payment:   Cheque or Money Order or Bank Draft made payable to the  

BC Lapidary Society 
 
   Cash (in person at the BC Gem Show or alternative sale locations as announced) 

 
www.lapidary.bc.ca 

 
Tickets will be mailed in accordance to the contact information and quantity indicated above & 
upon payment in full (based on available tickets/while quantities last). 
 
 
Mail your order form & cheque to: The BC Lapidary Society 
      c/o Katrinia Walter 
      2785 Silvertree Court 
      Abbotsford, BC V2S 5N6 
      Ph:  604-853-1515 
 
 

Chances are 1 in 2,500 (total tickets for sale) to win a grand prize BC Gaming Event License #59363 
Problem Gambling Help Line 1-888-795-6111 
www.bcresponsiblegambling.ca           Know your limit, play within it. 19+ 

 

!
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